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Abstract: the cross-axial pattern of the Finke (larapinta) river across the central ranges of 
australia developed through a complex combination of processes including early planation; 
deep weathering (late mesozoic/early cainozoic); long-term stream impression; etchplana-
tion; progressive aridity, leading to late (pliocene and Quaternary) changes in fluvial flood reg-
imen; all associated with regressive river erosion, stream capture, and/or epeirogenic move-
ments. an early phase of etchplanation explains the development on easily weathered rocks of 
intramontane basins and strike valleys. combined with stream impression, this process led to 
the superposing of the Finke and the hugh rivers across resistant rock units. the most unusual 
aspect of the Finke is a palimpsest, developed in the Krichauff ranges, in which an ancient, 
relict gorge, is incised into a local planation surface (the shoulder surface), and preserved as 
paleomeander segments, in which the original quartzite gravel fill has been cemented with iron 
oxides and silica. the shoulder surface was subsequently more deeply incised by a later mani-
festation of the river to produce the meandering contemporary gorge that is intertwined with 
the relict one. the incision of the contemporary gorge occurred in association with the change 
in flood regimen, and involved either (1) prior aggradation of the incised paleomeandering 
stream to permit alluvial meandering across the shoulder surface and subsequent incision into 
it, or (2) headward recession of a knick point created where the Finke flowed from resistant 
sandstones into what are now the strike valleys of the James ranges, from which weathered 
mantles had been removed by etchplanation processes.

Keywords: geomorphology, etchplanation, flood regimen, stream impression, Finke river,  
central australia

INTRODUCTION

“old, flat, and red” – such is the essence of australia’s distinctive landscapes 
(pain et al. 2012). this characterization is especially apt for that continent’s 
arid “red center,” located near alice springs (Fig. 1) and drained by the Finke 
river (“larapinta” in the language of the local arrente people). the Finke 
is popularly claimed to be the “world’s oldest river” (https://en.wikipedia.
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Fig. 1. location maps of the study area. the upper left inset shows the location in central aus-
tralia, and the lower left inset shows the pattern of Finke (larapinta) river in the states of 
northern territory and south australia. the main map shows the study region lying south-
west of alice springs with many features identified that are discussed in the text. Figure 2 is  
a spacecraft image covering much of the same area. the box at right center outlines the area cov-
ered by Figure 7 letters refer to the locations of circle gully (cg), the chewings range (chr),  
the “diamond shaped plain” (d), davenport river (dr), glen helen (g), glen of palms (gp), 
hermannsburg (h), heavitree range (hr), mcminn creek (mc), mount merrick anticline (mm), 

macdonnell ranges (mr), pentjara hills (ph), palmer river (pr)

org/wiki/list_of_rivers_by_age). here river age is inferred from the age of  
the mountains that were continuously transected and dissected by the river 
and its tributaries. an early scientific argument for the Finke’s great age was 
put forth by l.K. Ward (1925), as follows:

to the south of the macdonnell ranges the course of the Finke river through  
the Krichauff range is remarkably circuitous...the explanation of the meandering 
course of the river lies in the earlier physiographical history of the region. at a time 
when the area occupied by the Krichauff range was base levelled – probably at  
the close of the mesozoic area – the old Finke river was crossing its flood plain 
in a meandering course. but when the uplift came the meandering stream was 
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rejuviated and cut its gorge downwards into the solid rock while still preserving 
the plan of its bed.
by this reasoning it was the age of the uplift that set the clock for evolution 

of the Finke, and, as with much of australia, the last orogenic, mountain-build-
ing phase in the Finke headwaters was during the paleozoic. For the Finke 
drainage the relevant mountain building was the alice springs orogeny lasting 
from 400 to 300 ma (Warren, shaw 1995). orogenic thrust faulting within  
a broken lithospheric plate created a zone of uplift to the north that shed sed-
iments southward. to the north lay the arunta block, a complex of precambri-
an metamorphic and plutonic terrains, split along an east-west line by major 
tectonic feature, the redbank thrust Zone (rtZ). to the south lay the amade-
us basin, which was deformed in a thin-skinned manner into fold structures 
that propagated southward along a decollement developed on salt layers of 
the late precambrian bitter springs Formation. the modern Finke cuts across 
this whole assemblage of ancient structures; but is it a direct descendent of  
a river that existed prior to the orogeny, one that developed along with it, or 
one that later evolved into its current configuration?

the regional geomorphology of the central austrian ranges was described 
in some detail by J.a. mabbutt (1966), and more briefly by V. baker (1986). 
a study by g. pickup et al. (1988) drew special attention to the bedrock me-
anders of the Finke gorge that had earlier been noted in studies of the late 
holocene flood deposits contained therein (baker et al. 1983). this work 
revealed a more complex history than that inferred by l.K. Ward (1925),  
the most striking feature being that described by m.e. White (2000, p. 51), 
as follows: 

there are, in fact, two gorges in the section of the river north of the James range. 
one is currently occupied by the river; the other is not so deep and looks like anoth-
er meander train intertwined with that of the main gorge. deposits in the unused 
gorge are ancient, and the paleochannel probably dates to the miocene.

arunta blocK and macdonnell ranges

the Finke river heads in the precambrian terrains of the arunta block.  
a western branch, the davenport river (dr on Figs 1 and 2), is developed on 
the relatively soft late proterozoic bitter springs Formation, a thick sequence 
dolomitic limestone, shale, siltstone, and evaporites that crops out south of 
the high points of the chewings range: mount sonder (1,320 m a.s.l.) and 
mount razorback (1,270 m a.s.l.). the latter mountains occur in a zone of 
thrust faulting that created recumbent folds (nappes) marked in the terrain 
by resistant ridges of the late proterozoic heavitree Quartzite (hr in Fig. 1).  
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cosmogenic dating of rock surfaces on the slopes mount sonder indicates an av-
erage landscape lowering rate of only about 1 m · ma –1 (heimsath et al. 2010).

as described by r.g. Warren and r.d. shaw (1995) the arunta block is 
a cratonic zone of extremely complex precambrian metamorphic and plu-
tonic rocks. in the Finke headwaters the mesoproterozoic redbank thrust 

Fig. 2. landsat image (1373-00364, July 31, 1973) showing macdonnell, Krichauff, and James 
ranges in central australia (see also baker 1986, for an extended description). Figure 1  
covers much of the same area. localities mentioned in the text are designated as follows:  
b – ellery creek big hole, ctt – circle gully-teitkins Vale-tidenvale creek strike valley,  
d – diamond-shaped plain, dr – davenport river, e – ellery creek, F – Finke river, g – glen helen,  
gp – glen of palms (Finke gorge), h – hermannsburg, Kr – Krichauff ranges, Kt – Katilka 
range, m – macdonnell range, mm – mount merrick anticline, mp – missionary plain, o – orm-
iston gorge, ph – pertnjara hills, pV – palm Valley, s – stokes siltstone strike Valley, t – tnorala 
(gosses bluff), We – Wild eagle plain. the imaged scene measures 100 x 100 km, and is orient-

ed with north at the top
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Zone (rtZ) separates the ancient craton into an older, northern portion and 
a younger southern portion. multiple orgenic events contributed to the evo-
lution of the arunta block, with the alice springs orogeny (400 to 300 ma) 
being the last and the most relevant for the river history. this tectonic episode 
severely impacted the southern arunta block and the intercratonic amade-
us basin, lying immediately to the south. the filling of that basin had begun 
during the late proterozoic with deposition of the heavitree Quartzite and 
overlying bitter springs and areyonga Formations. during the early paleozoic  
the amadeus basin accumulated the pertaoorrta and larapinta groups of 
marine shales, siltsones, sandstones, and limestones. the marine history 
terminated with deposition of the silurian to early devonian mereenie sand-
stone, and there followed continental sedimentation associated with the al-
ice springs orogeny. the latter involved thrust faulting that began at the rtZ 
and migrated southward through the arunta block and the adjacent amadeus 
basin, successively producing the chewings range thrusts and a homocline 
in the pertaoorrta and larapinta rocks, the ridge and valley expressions of 
which now constitute the macdonnell ranges. south-flowing drainage from  
the mountain uplift emplaced the pertnjara goup of mostly synorogenic fan de-
posits, comprising the hermannsburg sandstone and the brewer conglomerate.  
the deposition terminated in latest devonian (haines et al. 2010), and  
the subsequent geological history of the Finke drainage was denudational. 
this left any ancient Finke predecessor presumably following the same gen-
eral pathway that had been established during emplacement of the brewer 
conglomerate. the area was sufficiently elevated to avoid the cretaceous ma-
rine transgressions that covered many other cratonic regions of australia.

the schist, granite and gneiss rocks of the arunta block were very deeply 
weathered, probably in late cretaceous or early cainozoic (mabbutt 1965; 
senior 1972; senior et al. 1995). the weathering produced disintegrated 
rock (saprolite) of great thicknesses, perhaps hundreds of meters, but this has 
been extensively removed, except where preserved beneath covers of coarse 
gravel and/or duricrusted cap rocks (mabbutt 1965). locally, as in areas 
north of alice springs, east of the Finke drainage, there are remnants of the 
original laterite profile that overlay the saprolite (Quinlan, Forman 1968). 
as is typical (ollier, galloway 1990), the full profile consists of ferruginous, 
mottled, and pallid (kaolinized) zones, respectively overlying one another.

ormiston creek (o on Fig. 2), the eastern branch of the upper Finke, emerg-
es from ormiston gorge, cut through a high ridge of heavitree Quartzite.  
the ridge is part of a westward plunging fold structure related to a thrust-
fault bounded nappe. the stream displays an “in-and-out” relationship to 
the plunging nose of this structure (twidale 2007, p. 87), entering from  
a plain developed on metamorphic migmatite rocks, passing through  
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the heavitree Quartzite ridge on the northern limb of the anticline, traversing 
a plain developed on coarse granite in the anticline core, and finally passing 
again through the heavitree Quartzite ridge on the southern limb of the an-
ticline at ormiston gorge. ormiston creek subsequently occupies the same  
bitter springs strike valley as the davenport river, with which it joins to form 
the Finke river proper about 2 km upstream of a ridge of nearly vertical 
arumba sandstone of latest proterozoic/earliest cambrian age.

the modern river level in the bitter springs strike valley is at about 650 m. 
on the north side of the valley the heavitree Quartzite ridge rises to eleva-
tions of 1000 to 1100 m. the summit elevation slopes gradually to the east, 
with crest levels at 800–900 m near alice springs. the ridge crest of near 
vertical dipping quartzite is beveled, which J.a. mabbutt (1966) interpreted 
as marking an ancient planation surface that he termed the “summit surface.”  
this surface, in turn, is transected by a number of broad sags, separated from  
the higher level by gently rounded slopes. the low points in the sags J.a. mab-
butt (1966) interpreted to be the floors of abandoned valleys that were cut 
into the ancient summit surface during a subsequent stage of ancient erosion that 
involved streams flowing from north to south, transverse to the structural grain.

an argument for a cretaceous age for the crest-beveled summit surface was 
made by J.a. mabbutt (1966, p. 95–96). this surface had earlier been corre-
lated globally to cretaceous-aged planation surfaces inferred for south afri-
ca and elsewhere on the old gondwanaland continental mass (King 1950).  
For australia cretaceous-aged planation has been documented for the ridge-
and-valley topography of the Flinders ranges (twidale,  bourne 1996), 
including the likely grading of rivers on the cretaceous plain to the nearby 
cretaceous seas that also emplaced sediments over an unconformity correlat-
ing to the planation episode (twidale 2007, p. 46–47). c.r. twidale (1994, 
2007, 2016) describes many other australian examples of cretaceous-aged 
planation surfaces.

east of the Finke river in the bitter springs strike valley there are mantled 
pediment surfaces (mp on Fig. 3; also see baker 1986, p. 22, for a detailed 
map) that rise to about 100 m higher than the local base level provided by  
the cross-axial drainages such as the Finke river, ellery creek, and hugh river. 
J.a. mabbutt (1966) termed these surfaces “piedmont terraces,” but he later 
realized (mabbutt 1978) that there were covers of gravel overlying erosion 
surfaces developed on saprolite, so he changed the designation to “mantled 
pediments.”

Field inspection of the mantled pediments (Fig. 4) was made in a high part 
of the strike valley (about 760 m elevation), located about midway between 
ellery creek, which crosses the heavitree strike ridge at ellery creek big hole 
(b on Fig. 2), and the hugh river, which crosses the same strike ridge at boggy 
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hole. as noted by J.a. mabbutt (1978), the highest mantled pediment surfac-
es rise to the bedrock thresholds of ancient transverse wind gaps in the strike 
ridges. there are three pediment levels, with the highest having pronounced 
iron cementation of the gravel, locally constituting ferricrete cap rocks.  
the intermediate surface has leached, red-earth soils. the lowest surface 

Fig. 3. portion of australian national mapping photo nt465-855 showing an area of the mac-
donnell ranges about 15 km east of glen helen gorge. some of the important landscape fea-
tures are pioneer creek (pc), the heavitree range (hr), dissected mantled pediment surfaces 
(mp), and an ancient gap through the heavitree strike ridge (hg). the sequences of near-verti-
cal bedrock units exposed in this homoclinal structure include neoproterozoic units: Q – heav-
itree Quartzite, b – bitter springs Formation, a – arunta sandstone; the cambrian pertaoorr-
ta group: h – hugh river shale; and the lower part of the cambrian to ordovician larapinta 
group: p – pacoota sandstone, h – horn Valley siltstone, and s – stairway sandstone. the im-

aged scene measures 8 x 8.5 km, and is oriented with north at the top
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is capped by gravels that are cemented with calcium carbonate (calcrete).  
the whole sequence bears the imprint of long-term climatic change from  
humid to arid through the cainozoic (mabbutt 1966). as discussed below, 
this can be further interpreted as transitioning from wet-tropical conditions 
in the early tertiary (high surface/ferricrete), through a tropical savanna con-
ditions (middle surface), and finally to arid conditions during the Quaternary 
(lowest surface/calcrete).

at glen helen (g on Figs 1 and 2), the river level is 630 m. here the pacoota 
sanstone strike ridge rises to about 250 m above river level. cosmogenic 
samples from this ridge indicate long-term erosion rates ranging from 1.9 to  
14.3 m · ma−1 (heimsath et al. 2010). the nearby glen helen gorge is cut 
through this ridge and other units of the larapita group, all of which dip nearly 
vertically thereby expressing a structural homocline that was noted above (Fig. 5).

Fig. 4. mantled pediments (p) in the bitter springs strike valley, east of ellery creek big hole. 
the higher pediment surfaces slope upward (right) toward the summit surface developed 
on the crest-beveled ridge of heavitree Quarzite (h) that reaches elevations of about 950 m.  
the higher chewings range (c), visible on the horizon, rises to elevations of about 1,200 m. 
ancient valleys, transverse to the strike of the crest-beveled heavitree ridge, are cut into the 
summit surface as much as 100 to 150 m (g), and these are locally graded to the highest levels 
of the mantled pediment surfaces shown in the foreground. J.a. mabbutt (1966) interpreted 
the convex slope forms of the ancient transverse valleys as one of several factors consistent 
with a warm, humid climate at the time of formation for the summit surface and its subsequent 

dissection 
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missionarY plain and tnorala (gosses bluFF)  
IMPACT STRUCTURE

after the river passes the mereenie sandstone strike ridge of glen helen 
gorge, it flows through the pertnjara group of devonian age (Fig. 5). its mem-
bers, the parke siltstone and hermannsburg sandstone, dip vertically, but  
the outcrop for the next unit, the brewer conglomerate widens considerably 
as the regional structure changes from that of a steeply dipping homocline to 
a broad, shallow syncline, expressed topographically as the missionary plain 
(mp on Fig. 2). in the transition zone from the macdonnell range strike ridg-
es to the missionary plain lie the pentnjara hills (ph on Figs 1 and 2), which 
rise to about 760 m elevation. these hills are underlain by coarse gravel of  
the brewer conglomerate, which was emplaced as a southward tapering wedge 
of devonian alluvial fan sedimentation derived from the uplift induced by  

Fig. 5. oblique aerial view of Finke river (foreground) in glen helen gorge. the river has 
cut through near-vertical beds of the cambrian to ordovician larapinta group of sedimen-
tary rocks. combined with deep weathering, the incision resulted in a ridge of the resistant 
pacoota sandstone (p); a strike valley, developed on the less resitant horn Valley siltstone (V); 
a crest-beveled ridge of stairway sandstone (s); another strike valley, developed on the stokes 
siltstone (KV), and cliff exposures of the carmichael sandstone (c). more distant to the south 
are a crest-beveled ridge of silurian/devonian mereenie sandstone (m), and surface expres-
sions for members of the devonian pertnjara group: the parke siltstone (J), and the hermanns-

burg sandstone (F)
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the alice springs orogeny. the hills even display fanlike patterns on the sat-
ellite imagery (ph on Fig. 2). distal to the coarse conglomerate facies is the 
finer-grained facies of the undandita member, which occupies the center of 
the missionary plain syncline, but is mostly covered by Quaternary sediments.

midway through the missionary plain the Finke river level is at 580 m ele-
vation. here the undandita member shows evidence of very deep weathering. 
as noted for the macdonnell strike valleys, the deeply weathered bedrock is lo-
cally preserved beneath duricrusted, tertiary-age mantled pediments (War-
ren, shaw 1995). in this area the duricrusted pediment surfaces (p on Fig. 2) 
grade to an elevation of about 600 m, which turns out to be a significant level 
in relation to morphological features further downstream in the Finke gorge.

the missionary plain gradually rises in elevation westward, and impor-
tant landscape relationships occur where the area displays the eroded rem-
nants of an impact crater that originally extended to a diameter of about  
20 km (t on Fig. 2). erosion has cut down to a level within what was the 
original crater floor, leaving the central uplift of the impact structure stand-
ing as a 5-km-diameter ring of crest-beveled ridges rising to about 200 m 
above the surrounding plain (Fig. 6). this central uplift, named “tnorala” in  
the language of Western arrente aboriginal people, consists of nearly vertical 

Fig. 6. oblique aerial view west toward tnorala (gosses bluff), a 5-km-wide ring of resist-
ant sandstone ridges rising about 200 m higher than the missionary plain, located about  
40 km west of the Finke river. the ridges are nearly vertical strata of mereenie and carmichael 
sandstone that were part of the central peak of an impact crater that was originally 20 km in 
diameter. deep weathering after the 142.5 ma impact event probably differentially affected  
the softer larapinta group formations at the center of this uplift, and the weathering products 
were subsequently removed during the evolution of the outlet stream (s) exiting the structure 
in the center of the picture. a predecessor to this stream may have been superposed on to 
the ring of ridges, flowing to the present outlet point from a notch (n) cut about 100 m into 

the opposite side of the ring.
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strata of resistant carmichael sandstone (uppermost ordovician member 
of the larapinta group), mereenie sandstone (silurian to devonian), and  
a lithic sandstone of the lowermost (devonian) portion of the pertnjara group  
(milton et al. 1972, 1976). seismic data on cratered material and shat-
ter cone evidence relating to the impacting focal point are consistent with  
the effects of a low-density, high-velocity bolide, probably a comet (milton 
et al. 1972). the resulting crater had a floor of impact melt (suevite) and up-
raised rims. the latter may have had similar relief to the central peak, but it 
would have been composed of pertnjara group rocks that are less resistant to 
erosion than the central peak materials. the progressive erosion of these softer 
rocks removed all surface expression of the crater rim, leaving only the circular 
ridge of crest-beveled sandstone marking the central peak of the ancient impact 
structure (milton et al. 1972, Fig. 2).

early results from potassium argon/dating and fission track dating yielded 
ages of between about 130 and 133 ma (milton et al. 1972). d.J. milton and 
J.F. sutter (1987) revised the earlier results, using 40ar/39ar dating, propos-
ing a best estimate of 142.5 ma. this puts the impact at right near the Jurassic/
cretaceous boundary, which, as noted above, is widely considered to be a start-
ing point for major planation of the paleozoic mountain ranges of australia.

the available data on terrestrial impact crater rim heights versus crater  
diameters (Fudali et al. 1980) suggest that a 20-km terrestrial impact crater 
could have had an original rim height of at least few hundred meters. much 
of this rim elevation had to have been removed during the last 142.5 my.  
if regional planation, including the crest beveling and erosion of the tnorala 
central peak, occurred during the cretaceous, then much of the rim relief was 
probably gone by about 60 ma, leaving the surface of the missionary plain 
about 200 m higher than that of today, corresponding to the level of the crest 
bevel across the summit of tnorela (milton et al. 1972).

the west-to-east flowing present-day stream draining tnorala has its 
headwaters near a low notch on the western end of the sandstone rim  
(Fig. 6). this relationship suggests that a stream flowing on the inferred 
cretaceous planation surface was imposed on the tnorala sandstone rim, 
and that it incised about 100 m into its crest-beveled summit, having also 
removed a similar amount of deeply weathered pertnjara rocks overlying 
what is now missionary plain. if this inferred cross axial drainage correlates 
to miocene-aged features described below for the Krichauf ranges, then at 
about 30 ma the missionary plain surface may have been at about 100 m 
higher than today. these considerations suggest an average landscape low-
ering rate of about 3.3 m · ma–1, which is similar to the average long-term 
rates of landscape lowering inferred from cosmogenic isotope studies 
(heimsath et al. 2010).
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KrichauF ranges and FinKe gorge palimpsest

at hermannsburg (h on Fig. 2) the Finke (river level 540 m) passes from  
the undandita member into the underlying hermannsburg sandstone. there 
is a broad bend in the valley just upstream of the nose of an eastward plunging 
anticline. the valley abruptly turns east-southeast for about a kilometer, and 
then straightens to a southerly direction perpendicular to the anticlinal axis. 
this linear south-trending reach passes palm creek entering from the west  
(p on Fig. 7). palm creek drains a large plain, palm Valley (pV on Fig. 2), which 
is a planar lowland developed at an elevation of about 650 m. it has dimen-
sions of 18 by 9 km, elongated east-west along the axis of a broad syncline. 
the surrounding hermannsburg uplands rise to about 900 m elevation and 
are rather abruptly separated from the palm Valley plain by steep slopes.  
the palm Valley plain was interpreted to be an “intramontane basin” (intra-
montanen Ebenen) by h. bremer (1967; see also, büdel 1982), the signifi-
cance of which will be discussed in a subsequent section.

Fig. 7. generalized map of the Finke and ellery creek drainages across the Krichauff and 
James ranges (see Fig. 1 for general location). the stippled pattern shows the outcrop areas of  
the hermannsburg and mereenie sandstone units. the dark shading shows the pattern of 
bedrock paleomeanders described in the text, while the light shading shows the pattern of 
the contemporary Finke gorge meanders that transect the paleomeandering pattern to form 
a palimpsest. letters refer to the locations of boggy hole creek (bhc), circle gully (cg), the dia-
mond-shaped basin (d), ellery creek (ec), Krichauff ranges (Kr), Katilka range (Ktr), merrick 

gully (mg), missionary plain (mg), palm creek (p), and the wind gap (W) shown in Figure 12
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Just upstream of the junction with palm creek, a highly anomalous Finke 
river pattern appears (Figs 7 and 8), which persists for another 20 km, un-
til the river leaves the hermannsburg sandstone and enters a gorge through 
the northward dipping mereenie sandstone. the most sinuous portion of 
this reach is locally known as the “glen of palms” (gp on Figs 2 and 7), and it 
extends for 10 linear km (20 km along the river thalweg) between the palm 
creek and ellery creek junctions with the Finke. the anomalous pattern, not-
ed by V. baker et al. (1983) and subsequently described in more detail by 
g. pickup et al. (1988), consists of two meandering bedrock river gorges, 
each intertwined with the other (Fig. 8). the gorge currently occupied by the 
present river consists of contemporary bedrock meanders that are deeply en-
trenched with side slopes that are straight or faceted, locally even forming 
vertical cliffs, particularly at river bends. contrasting with this morphology 
are the bedrock paleomeanders of an ancient Fink river, located higher up 
in the valley landscape. the paleomeanders are relict, and much older than  
the contemporary pattern. they consist of segments of the original bedrock 
paleomeander train that became isolated because of the incision associated 
with formation of the contemporary bedrock gorge (Fig. 8). the latter con-
tains relatively fresh sandy alluvium associated with the present-day river.  

Fig. 8. oblique aerial view of the “glen of palms” section of the Finke gorge, looking south-
east from above the junction with palm creek toward the junction with ellery creek. note 
the linear mounds (m), composed of iron-silica-cemented gravels, located within the troughs of 
the paleomeanders. also prominent are elements of the shoulder surface (s) that are separat-
ed from higher portions of the hermannsburg sandstone (h) by rounded slope elements (r).  
the latter contrast with the faceted slopes and cliffs (c) that are characteristic of the contem-

porary gorge (g)
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in contrast, the abandoned paleomeander segments of the relict gorge contain 
ferruginous, cemented quartzite gravel, generally at levels about 10 to 15 m 
higher than the modern river thalweg. thus, the paleomeanders are not cut-
offs related to the modern river, but rather they comprise remnants of a com-
plete, but much older meandering paleogorge. With a sinuosity value of 2.2  
this paleogorge is slightly more sinuous than the modern gorge (value 2.0), 
but both gorges slope at about 1.3 m per km.

the contemporary Finke gorge and the intertwined bedrock paleomean-
ders constitute a “palimpsest,” a term that was applied to the writing of new 
manuscript script over an older one, both on the same piece of parchment.  
in this case an ancient meandering river pattern was cut into bedrock, proba-
bly under very different conditions than those prevailing when the contempo-
rary pattern was subsequently created. “overprinting” of the incised contem-
porary river gorge was such that elements of the ancient paleomeandering 
pattern and associated landforms are preserved as relict features on the pres-
ent-day landscape.

cementation of the paleomeander gravels can be very pronounced and 
may include enough silica that the material fractures across rather than be-
tween the individual quartzite gravel clasts. the iron-silica-cemented grav-
els are probably a type of ferricrete duricrust, recognized by c.d. ollier and  
r.W. galloway (1990) as forming when iron solutions move via groundwa-
ter flow to valley bottoms, where both iron and silica can precipitate as ce-
ments. the iron may have been mobilized within a deeply weathered zone on  
the land surface into which the fluvial valley was cut. the predominant 
quartzite gravel lithology is consistent with the deep tropical weathering of 
the region during the period of paleomeander formation, since such materials 
would be preferentially preserved as lag gravels during deep weathering of 
source-area pertjara rocks and subsequent removal of the weathering mantle, 
as inferred above for the missionary plain.

the iron-cemented gravel must have originally been a channel fill, but today 
it is preserved as elongated mounds that stand out in relief above the floors 
of the abandoned paleomeander segments (m in Fig. 8). the side slopes of 
the ancient paleomeander toughs are rounded, not faceted, and the sandstone 
bedrock displays prominent ferruginous crusts and associated tafoni. there 
clearly has been long-term erosion of the sandstone bedrock that originally 
bounded the gravel fills. the whole assemblage of differential relief, with the 
cemented gravel mounds rising above the paleomeander floors and separat-
ed from the rounded sides of the paleomeander troughs, indicates that the 
cemented gravels were preferentially preserved as erosion removed por-
tions of the bedrock that formerly enclosed what were originally channel 
fills. this resulted in a kind of locally inverted topography in which what 
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were originally gravelly river bottoms now stand in relief above the floors 
of the bedrock troughs in which those gravels had formerly aggraded. sim-
ilar relief inversion involving ferricrete and/or silcrete cementation and 
preservation of former channel fills and/or valley bottoms occurs (though on  
a much large scale) in many other parts of australia (e.g., pain, ollier 1995; 
twidale 1997, 2007).

both the contemporary and the relict Finke gorges are cut into a broad sur-
face that g. pickup et al. (1988) term the “shoulder surface.” this surface can 
be traced along the general trajectory of the intertwined gorges, both of which 
are incised into it (Figs 8 and 9). the shoulder surface is especially well devel-
oped near the confluence of the Finke with ellery creek, and occurs at an ele-
vation of about 600 m, which is about 70 m higher than the modern channel 
thalweg. the top of the surface is mantled with quartzite gravel that appears 
to be a lag deposit. the sandstone slopes that separate the shoulder surface 
from the higher portions of the Krichauff ranges are rounded, and there are 

Fig. 9. google earth image showing the Finke river reach east of junction with palm creek 
(pc). the scene is about 4 km across and shows the contemporary gorge (g), its associated 
cliffs (c), segments of the paleomeanders (p), the linear mounds iron-cemented gravels (m), 
the shoulder surface (s), rounded slopes (r), higher surfaces developed on the hermannsburg 
sandstone (h), and a theater-headed valley (t).  many of the same features appear in an oblique 

view in the lower portion of Figure 8
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local, theater-like morphologies in the drainages that emerge from the higher 
portions of the topography (Fig. 9). an alternative explanation for the shoul-
der surface might be that it is structural, reflecting differential resistance to 
erosion within portions of the relatively flat-lying hermannsburg sandstone. 
however, this would not necessarily be consistent with the inferred lag depos-
it of quartzite cobbles as well as with other landscape features suggestive of 
past, deep tropical weathering.

the summit levels of the Krichauf ranges average about 800 m a.s.l., which 
is about 250 higher than the modern river level through the Finke gorge. 
these general levels are similar to those reported for the crest-beveled sum-
mit surface above for the Finke river near glen helen gorge, which occurs 
about 250 m above modern river levels on the macdonnell ranges strike ridg-
es. as noted above, a lower surface in the macdonnell strike valleys, at about 
100 m above modern river levels, is associated with mantled pediments that 
are capped by ferricretes, silcretes and deep red soils that formed under trop-
ical conditions, probably in the middle tertiary. that assemblage may well 
correlate to the Finke gorge shoulder surface level and to the ferruginous  
cemented gravels of the ancient paleomeander train.

James ranges

as the Finke river passes from the hermannsburg sandstone into the mer-
eenie sandstone, its gorge narrows. it constricts at places to widths less 
than 100 m, in contrast to the widths of 300–400 m that prevail throughout  
the hermannsburg sandstone terrains. here the mereenie sandstone is dip-
ping northward from about 15 to 25 degrees, being on the northern side 
of an east-west anticline of the James ranges (“mount merrick anticline,” 
informally so-named for the high point on the flatirons marking the west-
ward plunging nose of the anticline; mm on Figs 1 and 2). a spectacular 
crest bevel is developed on the mereenie sandstone (m in Fig. 10) at about 
the same 600 m elevation level as the shoulder surface (s in Figs 8 and 9). 
possible alternative explanations for these 600-m surfaces involve either 
some kind of regional planation at this level, or differential erosion of the 
rock units. however, the differential erosion hypothesis would imply exhu-
mation of a pre-existing crest bevel on the mereenie sandstone (essentially 
an ancient angular unconformity) by selective removal of the overlying pert-
njara group sediments. that would push the crest-beveling episode back to  
the early devonian.

emerging from the narrow gorge cut through the meerenie sandstone and 
underlying carmichael sandstone, the Finke crosses the low-lying plain of  
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the stokes siltstone strike valley (s in Fig. 2), passing boggy hole creek (bhc 
on Fig. 7), entering from the east (Fig. 10). Within about a kilometer, the river 
then passes through a gap in the northward dipping beds of the lower lara-
pinta group, with prominent flat irons developed on the resistant stairway 
sandstone and pacoota sandstone. entering the axial zone of the mount mer-
rick anticline (mm on Figs 1 and 2), the river displays a full meander wave-
length of about 3 km with an active channel that widens to about 500 m with-
in a broad plain developed within the axial core of the anticline. Just before  
the river exits this plain through the southern rim of larapinta flat irons, 
merrick gully (mg on Fig. 7) enters from the east, exposing a section through  
a large flood-levee deposit formed at the outside of a bend (see discussion of 
paleofloods below).

Fig. 10. oblique aerial view looking west along the stokes siltstone strike valley (s), separat-
ing the crest-beveled outcrop of northward dipping mereenie sandstone (m) from flatirons 
(F) developed on strata of the larapinta group. boggy hole creek (b) joins the Finke river at 
left center. the Finke enters the scene from Krichauff ranges (K) in the north, then cuts east-
ward parallel to the strike of the mereenie sandstone before emerging from the gorge (g) on  
the north side of the stokes siltstone strike valley. it exits the scene at the left center, where it 

flows into the plain that is developed along the axial core of the mount merrick anticline
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after passing through the southward dipping strata of the lower larapinta 
group, the Finke again crosses a strike valley formed on the stokes siltstone 
(Fig. 11). entering from the west is circle gully (cg on Figs 1 and 7), which 
drains the lowland plain developed on the stokes sandstone outcrops that 
surround the plunging westward end of the merrick gully anticline. enter-
ing from the east is tietkens Vale, also flowing in the stokes siltstone strike 
valley, but here extending continuously to the east. this strike valley is part 
of a continuous plain that extends eastward through an almost imperceptible 
divide separating the westward-flowing tietkens Vale from the east-flowing 
drainage of tidenvale creek. the latter joins the hugh river 45 km east of 
the Finke river. the elevation at the Finke river, at the west end of the stokes 
strike valley, is about 500 m, and the elevation at the hugh river, at the east 
end, is within a few meters of that. thus, a continuous plain at an elevation of 
about 500 m has developed in the strike valleys now occupied by circle gully, 
tietkens Vale, and tidenvale creek (ctt on Fig. 2), with the Finke and hugh 
rivers draining through opposite ends, both at the same level of about 500 m.

Fig. 11. oblique aerial view looking generally east along the circle creek-tietkins Vale-tiden-
vale creek strike valley (ctt) that is developed along the outcrop of the stokes siltstone. north-
ward dipping ridges of larapinta group sandstones are visible in the upper left (n). a large 
meander of the Finke river (see Figure 13) occurs on the merrick gully plain (m), which is 
developed along the axis of the mount merrick anticline. southward dipping larapinta group 
sandstone flatirons comprise a crest-beveled ridge (s) through which the Finke flows before 
crossing the stokes siltstone. it passes the unusual circular pattern (c) of circle gully (produced 
by a resistant outcrop of calcrete described in the text) before crossing a broad, crest-beveled 
outcrop of near vertical mereenie sandstone (ms).  the wind gap shown in Figure 12 lies along 

the westward extension of this mereenie ridge, just beyond the bottom of this image
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like the Finke, the hugh river is a cross-axial river, rising in the arunta 
block and crossing the missionary plain. however, whereas the Finke cross-
es the James ranges at the western end of the west-plunging mount merrick 
anticline, the hugh crosses the same geological units, but at the eastern end 
of the mount merrick anticline, where it is plunging to the east. moreover, on 
the northern side of that anticlinal structure, the contemporary hugh river 
channel flows in a bedrock canyon that cuts across a pattern of ancient, relict 
paleomeanders. this occurs upstream of the junction with the tidenvale creek, 
before the hugh flows through a narrow gorge cut through a ridge of pacoota 
sandstone. all these relationships are consistent with a history involving etch-
planation and the formation of intramontane basins as will be discussed below.

on the circle gully side of the stokes strike valley (c on Fig. 11) there is  
a particularly thick, resistant calcrete accumulation that produces the unusual 
circle pattern in the ephemeral stream channel, just before it joins the Finke. 
 a streambank exposure reveals a calcrete-cemented gravel, mainly of sand-
stone lithology probably derived from the pertjara group. there are also 
multiple generations of laminae and pisolites. such petrocalcic horizons 
can be of considerable age, being pliocene in the arid southwestern u.s.  
(machette 1989). other exposures of calcrete are associated with portions 
of the contemporary river gorge, and clearly much younger than the iron-ce-
mented paleomeander gravels.

doWnstream oF the James ranges

on exiting through the crest-beveled mereenie ridge on the south margin of 
the mount merrick anticline, the Finke river bends westward (Fig. 11), ex-
panding across a diamond-shaped plain (d in Figs 1, 2, and 7) that is elongat-
ed e-W about 6 km and n-s about 2.5 km. only 1.5 km further west there is  
a wind gap through the same mereenie sandstone ridge (W in Figs 7 and 12). 
moreover, the bed of this wind gap is only slightly higher in elevation than that 
of the modern gap, probably because of a reddish fill that is continuous with 
that covering the floor of the stokes strike valley containing circle gully.

geologically the diamond-shaped plain occurs along the contact zone be-
tween the mereenie sandstone and the overlying hermannsburg sandstone, 
which extensively outcrops to the south in a broad synclinal trough compris-
ing the Katilka range (Kt in Fig. 2, Ktr in Fig. 7) . thus, the diamond-shaped 
plain occurs in a slight synclinal warp between the mount merrick and Katilka 
anticlines. its floor is at about 500 m elevation, about 100 m lower than the 
600-m crest bevel on the summit of the mereenie ridge transected by the con-
temporary Finke river. moreover, it is connected at about the same 500-m 
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level to the circle gully-tietkens Vale-tidenvale creek strike valley via two 
gaps, one active and the other abandoned. once again, these relationships are 
characteristic consequence of an etchplanation hypothesis that was posed by 
h. bremer (1967, 1975).

downstream of the mount merrick anticline the Finke flows through a rel-
atively straight section about 10 km in length, cut through the Katilka range, 
a broad syncline developed in the hermannsburg sandstone. the valley here 
is much wider than the portion though the Krichauff ranges, which also ex-
poses the same rock units. the valley is filled with considerable Quaternary 
alluvium, some of it expressing extreme paleoflood features that will be de-
scribed below. all the way from glen helen gorge to this point, along the Finke 
pathway through the macdonnell, Krichauff and James ranges, the modern 
stream gradient is both uniform and low, at about 1.2 m per km. the available 

Fig. 12. oblique aerial view looking generally west toward the wind gap (W) through  
the crest-beveled mereenie sandstone ridge (m). the active Finke river (F) in the foreground 
crosses the same ridge through a contemporary gorge just beyond the lower right corner of this 
image (see Figure 11). also shown are portions of the diamond-shaped plain (d) discussed in 
the text, the circle gully (c) portion of the the circle gully-tietkins Vale-tidenvale creek strike 
valley developed on the stokes siltstone, and the flatirons of larapinta group sandstones (F) 

developed on the nose (n) of the westward-plunging mount merrick anticline
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topographic data show no obvious knick points for the modern river profile 
over this entire cross-axial flow path.

after again crossing through the larapinta group formations cropping out 
on the south limb of the Katilka range syncline, the Finke leaves the central 
ranges and turns abruptly to the east. it flows eastward another 8 kilometers, 
just south of several duricrust-mantled pediment surfaces near parke pass, 
before turning southeast and crossing a series of alluvial plains, sand plains, 
and dune fields, joining the palmer river after about 60 more kilometers.  
before joining the hugh river, entering from the north, the Finke passes south 
of chambers pillar, an isolated rock tower rising to an elevation of about 560 m.

the pillar provides a spectacular exposure of the deep lateritic profile that 
likely occurred throughout the region. as typical for laterites (ollier, gallo-
way 1990) the upper 10 m is a feruginous crust, which likely is also silicified 
in this region. this is underlain by another 10 of mottled zone, in which white, 
kaolinized pockets are interspersed with iron-stained rock. below that anoth-
er 30 m of highly kaolinized and white bedrock occurs, providing a stark color 
contrast to the overlying red zones (see photographs in twidale 2007, p. 86). 
given that the bed of the Finke river is at about 360 m near here, chambers  
pillar can be interpreted as a remnant of the ancient landsurface described above, 
which was regionally erased by long-term etchplanation (see discussion below). 
other possible remnants of this ancient landsurface are uluru (ayers rock) and 
Kata tjuta (the olgas), also in the amadeus basin, located 250 km west-south-
west of chambers pillar. the summit areas of these inselbergs are inferred to 
have been exposed as low hills on the cretaceous landscape (twidale 2010).

the trace of the Finke continues for another couple hundred kilometers, 
terminating in floodout zones (tooth 1999) along the western edge of  
the simpson desert dune field. earlier in the Quaternary, wetter conditions 
enhanced runoff sufficiently that the Finke flowed further, following the route 
of the present-day macumber river another 250 km to present-day lake eyre, 
at an elevation of minus 15 m.

QuaternarY paleoFloods and changing FluVial regimen

extreme paleoflood hydrological phenomena were discovered in the Finke 
gorge in 1980 (baker et al. 1983). subsequent detailed work (baker et al. 
1987; pickup et al. 1988) showed that peak paleoflood discharges since 
about 1000 years ago reached about 5000 m3 · s –1. in the eastern portion of 
the macdonnell ranges there is evidence for even larger “superfloods. ” par-
ticularly near the todd and ross river junction there are sand sheets; large-
scale ripple fields; overflow channels (pickup 1991); large-scale paleo-braid  
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channels; levee deposits; and broad, low-relief bars (patton et al. 1993). 
though the modern channel is about 200 m in width, the superflood paleochan-
nel widths extend to ten times that or more (bourke, pickup 1999). because  
a younger sequence of paleofloods occurred several hundred years ago, corre-
lating approximately with those noted for the Finke river, and, because older, 
highly oxidized sands date to about 10 ka (patton et al. 1993), the ross river 
superfloods are inferred to be holocene in age.

although a detailed discussion of river flood regimen is beyond the scope 
of the present paper, some limited observations may be relevant to issues 
of long-term evolution for the Finke river. the relict gravel fills in the Finke 
river gorge paleomeanders indicate that the paleochannels that transport-
ed them averaged no more than about 50 m in width. competence consid-
erations (baker,  ritter 1975) indicate that the gravel sizes preserved in 
the paleomeanders could be transported at flow depths on the order of 1 m.  
For a channel width of 50 m, a slope of 0.0015 and reasonable estimates of 
roughness, the corresponding discharge would be about 150 m3 · s –1. this con-
trasts with the nearby contemporary channel that has a width of about 250 m, 
which is documented to have achieved a late holocene paleoflood discharge of 
5000 m3 · s –1 (baker et al. 1987). Flow depths for such an extreme flood would 
be about 7 m, which seems reasonable since major flooding of the Finke river 
in 1988 easily inundated some of the lower-elevation paleomeanders (geoff 
pickup, personal communication).

evidence for even larger paleoflooding related to the contemporary Finke 
river was discovered at the immense flood levee mentioned above for 
 the merrick gully plain along the axis of the mount merrick anticline. this 
feature is about 400 m wide and extends nearly 3 km along the outer bank of 
the great meander bend developed in the merrick gully plain (l in Fig. 13). 
to create this levee form, the 500-m wide Finke channel would have to con-
vey a flow about 3 m deep, which would imply a paleoflood discharge of at least  
10,000 m3 · s –1. another superflood indicator occurs in the broad Finke valley  
7 km downstream of circle gully. there is a bedrock mesa 200 m in diameter (m in  
Fig. 14) that obstructed paleoflood flows, resulting in a streamlined pendant zar 
(p in Fig. 14) located 1.5 km downstream from the obstruction. such bars are 
characteristic of high-energy megafloods (baker 1973, 2009), and the hydrau-
lic setting of this one indicates a likely generative flow of at least 15,000 m3 · s –1.  
though highly approximate these flow estimates are consistent with the im-
portance of extreme flooding for the regimen of the contemporary Finke river.

the huge extreme paleoflood flows have implications for the changes that 
contributed to development of the contemporary river gorge. the humid 
tropical river flowing at the time of the paleomeanders would likely have had 
prolonged flows of relatively modest discharge. in contrast, the semi-arid 
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conditions associated with the contemporary river would likely have had very 
flashy flows – long periods of no flow punctuated by rare, extreme flood peaks 
like those indicated by the paleoflood data described above. the change from 
humid tropical to semi-arid conditions would have been associated with im-
mense changes in both discharge and sedimentation. though most geomor-
phic research has focused on how such changes impact alluvial rivers (e.g., 
baker, penteado-orellana 1977, 1978), there clearly are implications for 
bedrock river reaches like the Finke gorge. consideration of stream power 
(baker, costa 1987) suggest that the humid, tropical miocene Finke prede-
cessor would have had relatively minor erosive power, while the rare, but ex-
treme floods of the present day regimen could occasionally generate immense 
flood power, with associated channel erosion (e.g., baker 1977). preliminary 

Fig. 13. google earth image showing the large meander bend of the Finke river developed 
in the axial plain region of the mount merrick anticline near the junction with merrick gully 
(m). Flood-related features include the active channel (a), relict bar forms (b) that developed 
during extreme paleofloods, and a massive levee-like deposit (l) discussed in the text. the exit 
point of the river through one of the larapinta group sandstone ridges (g) at bottom center of 
the image is also shown in an oblique view in Figure 11. the imaged scene is about 3 km across, 

and is oriented with north at the top
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Fig. 14. portion of northern territory dept. lands air photo (18-8-82, run 10, no. 186) show-
ing extreme paleoflood features along Finke river about 7 km downstream from the junction 
with circle gully (show in Figure 11). a 1.5-km-long pendant bar (p) is developed downstream 
from a small bedrock mesa (m), and extensive areas of paleoflood slackwater deposits (s) occur 
along the margins of bedrock valley. the imaged scene measures 1.5 x 3 km, and is oriented 

with north at the top
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calculations of power per unit area of bed, reveal that, for the kinds of extreme 
floods experienced by the contemporary Finke, this parameter could easily 
have been a thousand times greater than that of the bedrock stream operating 
at the time of the relict bedrock paleomeanders.

cross-aXial drainage, FluVial persistence and impression

cross-axial drainage is anomalous. most river patterns conform to slope and/
or structure, but some, like the Finke, are discordant relative to the prevailing 
slope or structural grain at a locality or in a region. such anomalous drain-
age may develop in multiple ways, including: (1) antecedence, whereby a pre- 
existing river incises into the orogenic mountain range structures as they 
form; (2) superposition, whereby the river forms on a disconformable over-
mass of material, subsequently imposing itself on the mountanous under-
mass with its pre-existing orogenic structural grain; (3) inheritance, where  
the drainage pattern evolves from a pre-existing surface, which may have devel-
oped by planation (fluvial, or hillslope retreat) or because of deep weathering;  
(4) regressive erosion and derangement through river capture, and (5) im-
pression, which involves deep erosion and persistence of a stream’s position 
as it cuts downward through different levels of a complex rock structure.

c.t. madigan (1931) proposed antecedence for the Finke drainage, which 
would have the river predating the beginning of the alice springs orogeny at 
400 ma. this would push formation of the southerly pathway of the Finke to 
before deposition of the devonian pertnjara group. however, as recognized 
by J.a. mabbutt (1966), there is no geological evidence for a Finke river 
pathway in this time frame. the notion of “the old Finke river … crossing its 
flood plain in a meandering course,” envisioned by l.K. Ward (1925), was cit-
ed above. however, it is unclear whether this implies superposition or inher-
itance. superposition can effectively be ruled out because no regional cover-
mass for possible superposition ever existed. as pointed out by J.a. mabbutt 
(1966), there was no transgression of cretaceous seas across the ranges, and 
the last regional depositional unit, the devonian pertnjara group, was synoro-
genic, thereby participating in all the folding of the older rocks. J.a. mabbutt 
(1966) envisioned a subaerial, post-orogenic river history involving a complex 
combination of inheritance and regressive erosion. his inferred crest-beveled 
summit surface could have provided a possible planation level for subsequent 
inheritance, but J.a. mabbutt (1966) further recognized from the mantled 
pediment sequence that there must also have been multiple alternating peri-
ods of planation, deposition, weathering, and erosion, all occurring at times 
when there was local regressive erosion and river capture.
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the accordance of elevations, at about 600 m (given the limitations of 
available topographic data) noted above for the shoulder surface and mer-
eenie crest bevel (Fig. 10), may be relevant to an inheritance hypothesis.  
the level could represent the surface of the Finke that developed during the 
early to mid-cainozoic, when deep weathering was occurring. the river may 
have passed over the etched structure of the mount merrick anticline and 
subsequently imposed itself upon its variously dipping rock units when the 
thick weathering mantle was removed.

the impression explanation for drainage development on fold-belt 
mountains was extensively argued by t. oberlander (1965, 1985) for 
the Zagros mountains of iran. c.r. twidale (1972, 2004) applied this hy-
pothesis to examples of cross-axial drainage and in-and-out valleys of the ridge- 
and-valley fold mountains of the southern Flinder’s ranges, south austral-
ia. the breaching of the snouts of plunging folds and the transection of the 
cores of those fold structures can be readily explained by this hypothesis. 
the Finke enters the Krichauff ranges from the missionary plain by cutting 
into the eastward plunging snout of an east-west oriented anticline. it then 
cuts the eastern end of the similarly oriented palm Valley syncline, which 
marks the beginning of the palimpsest of intertwined meandering gorges. 
Further downstream the Finke is cut into the snout at the western end ofthe 
mount merrick anticline of the James ranges, and it expands into the plain 
at the core of that structure before exiting on its southern limb. all of these 
relationships suggest impression of the Finke rive from a pathway that had 
developed higher in the rock sequence, and was progressively incised into 
the underlying structures.

GEOPHYSICS

central australia is characterized by a pattern of high-amplitude free-air and 
bouger gravity anomalies that parallel the trend of the central mountain rang-
es. gravity highs occur over the arunta and musgrave blocks, and lows occur 
over the amadeus basin that is sandwiched between them. this pattern is 
interpreted as representing north-south compression that could either have 
(1) deformed the central australian lithosphere into a series of buckle-like 
undulations, or (2) broke the lithosphere into separate blocks through me-
chanical failure (lambeck 1983, 1984). While the thrust faulting of the alice 
springs orogeny was the last major manifestation of this compression, the 
gravity anomalies remain uncompensated today. this means that some lateral 
compression may still be occurring in the amadeus basin, and some mesozoic 
and cainozoic tilting of land surfaces is recognized (Warren, shaw 1995). 
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r.g. Warren and r.d. shaw (1995, p. 51) infer that mesozoic and cainozoic 
reactivation of the many faults in the rtZ tilted northern portions of the mac-
donnell ranges, contributing to incised drainage immediately to the south. 
however, the same authors do not think similar processes can be invoked 
south of the missionary plain to explain the incised meanders of the Finke 
gorge (Warren, shaw 1995, p 14).

tectonic deFormation and dYnamic topographY

relatively recent technological advances in achieving high-resolution digi-
tal topography and tomographic imagery of earth’s mantle have resulted in 
increased understanding of how low relief regions like australia can display 
mantle-flow-driven, long wavelength surficial uplift or subsidence, which are 
important influences on drainage basin evolution (braun 2010). the driving 
forces for these changes result from plate tectonic motions interacting with 
density anomalies in the mantle.

during the miocene, the australian plate experienced very rapid migration 
northward. in the same period the whole continent underwent a tilting, north-
down and southwest-up. this involved a total amplitude of 300 m (sandi-
ford 2007), but it occurred over a horizontal distance of more than 2000 km. 
this tilting was very significant for australia as a whole, elevating the mio-
cene-age marine formations underlying the nullarbor plain in the south while 
also submerging the southern gulf of carpentaria in the north of australia 
(sandiford 2007). nevertheless, the orientation of the tilt axis for the defor-
mation (sandiford, Quigley 2009; fig. 8) is subparallel to the pathway of 
Finke river from the macdonnell ranges into the lake eyre basin. thus, any 
change in the gradient of the Finke would be very minor, e.g., no more than  
a meter or two, and occurring over many million years.

climate historY and Weathering proFiles

until the Jurassic australia was part of the gondwana supercontinent, much 
of which was at high southern latitudes. tectonic rifting subsequently sepa-
rated australia from what is now antarctica, and various plate-tectonic inter-
actions eventually led to a northward drift of the continent through the trop-
ical latitudes (Veevers et al. 1991). though much of australia was flooded 
by the cretaceous marine transgressions, the central australian ranges and 
other interior regions were above the levels of marine incursions. mesozoic 
ages for landforms and regolith can be demonstrated on geomorphic grounds 
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for many of these areas (twidale 2007, 2016), and paleomagnetic dating of 
deep weathering have suggested ages extending to the late cretaceous and 
paleocene (idnurm, senior 1978; pillans 2007).

as reviewed by t. Fujioka and J. chappell  (2010) and b.J. pillans (2018) 
the northward migration of australia was the main driver of paleoclimatic 
change during the cenozoic. Warm, humid climates during the early ceno-
zoic are clearly indicated by paleobotanical evidence (martin 2006). these 
conditions favored the mobilization of iron, and subsequent deep oxidation 
of the regolith leading to precipitation in low-lying areas of groundwater 
ferricretes, which late came to be preserved as resistant caprocks because 
of topographic inversion (pillans 2018). the iron-cemented paleomeander 
gravels of the Finke river gorge are probably related to this process and its 
associated timing.

a summary of cenozoic australian climates by t. Fujioka and J. chappell 
(2010, p. 126) shows that warm, very wet conditions prevailed through the 
paleocene and much of the eocene (from 65–40 ma). this was followed by 
continued wet conditions, with some cooling and monsoonal seasonality un-
til a period of warm/wet phase resumed in the early miocene, about 20 ma. 
there then followed a gradually increasing trend toward aridity, the early pe-
riods of which seem to have been sporadic until the late pliocene. clear evi-
dence for the latter date comes from cosmogenic 21ne and 10be geochronology 
of stony deserts in northern south australia (Fujioka et al. 2005). at 1 ma in 
the amadeus basin fluvial-lacustrine sedimentation was replaced by saline 
playa conditions (chen, barton 1991).

the overall pattern seems consistent with evidence for ancient, tropical 
weathering throughout the central australian ranges. this occurred over tens 
of millions of years, which allowed for very deep weathering that could well 
have penetrated hundreds of meters into softer rock formations. a second 
warm/wet phase then occurred in the early miocene, perhaps about 20 or 
30 ma. interestingly, this is a period in which silcrete crusts formed, as doc-
umented in the lake eyre basin (Wopfner, twidale 1967; alley 1998). in 
the macdonnell ranges area silcrete-capped mesas occur south of the James 
ranges and to the southeast of alice springs. in similar manner to the ferric-
retes noted above, the silcretes accumulated from solutions that were mobi-
lized from kaolinized layers in ancient laterite profiles, and subsequently con-
veyed to valley bottoms where cements were precipitated. relief inversion then 
occurred when the silicified valley floor deposits were preferentially preserved 
relative to the more easily eroded bedrock (milnes, twidale 1983).

the change to relatively dry conditions that became continuous in the late 
pliocene is consistent with the calcrete formation noted above for the bitter 
springs strike valley and for the contemporary bedrock gorge of the Finke 
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river. the river regimen that led to ephemeral flows, punctuated by rather 
extreme floods, could be related to incision associated with the contemporary 
bedrock channel development.

etchplanation and intramontane basins

related to the of long-term climatic change in central australia is the concept 
of etchplanation under tropical conditions that promote the rapid decompo-
sition of susceptible rocks. though the concept was originally developed to 
explain very well developed planation surfaces in uganda, it was subsequent-
ly generalized into a theory of Doppelten Einebnungflächen (“double surfaces 
of leveling”) by J. büdel (1957). in this theory a basal surface of weathering 
(Verwitterungs-Basisfläche) develops deep below the land surface at the in-
terface between altered and intact bedrock. the intact rock surface is later ex-
posed after the weathered mantle (regolith) is removed when climatic change 
or a base level change results in erosive stripping of the regolith. a version of 
this concept was s applied to central australia by J.a. mabbutt (1961, 1965), 
who argued that the change from humid tropical to drier conditions resulted in 
the stripping of deeply weathered rock down to the level of what he terms the 
“weathering front,” and that surface subsequently became the active landscape.

büdel’s doctoral student hanna bremer extended her advisor’s model to 
the James and Krichauff ranges in central australia (bremer 1967). in this 
model landscape lowering during etchplanation leads to the crossing of re-
sistant ridges by streams and rivers. h. bremer inferred that the early phases 
of deep tropical weathering got focused on low-lying areas that subsequently 
become “intramountane basins.” deep weathering preferentially occurs on 
softer rocks, while resistant, ridge-forming units get preserved in the same 
way that inselbergs develop (e.g., twidale 2002). as a landscape lowers,  
the rivers draining away the weathered materials can become superposed on 
resistant elements, such as strike ridges.

bremer’s type example for an intramontane basin is the Wild eagle plain 
(We in Fig. 2), located about 50 km southwest of the Finke gorge. this basin  
is drained by 4 separate streams (palmer river, illamuta creek, deception 
creek, and norman gully), all of which drain through separate gaps in the sur- 
rounding sandstone ridges. as explained by J. büdel (1982, p. 163–164),

had the intramontane plain been formed by the rivers, then four separate basins at 
different levels would have been formed, and not a unified surface. 

J. büdel’s conclusion is that the plain can only have been formed by, 
independent and predominantly chemical lowering of the surface … [the river hav-
ing] played only the passive role of carrying away the prepared material.
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other examples of the bremer/büdel intramontane basins occur along  
the Finke pathway: palm Valley, the circle gully-tietkins Vale-tidenvale creek 
strike valley, the merrick gully plain (developed along the axis of the mount 
merrick anticline), and the diamond-shaped depression south of the mount 
merrick anticline. like Wild eagle plain, many of these basins are located 
along the axes of broad synclines, toward which water would have been pref-
erentially focused, thereby promoting deeper weathering than would occur in 
more elevated surroundings.

the missionary plain is a broad synclinal structure with its axis underlain 
by the undindita member of the brewer conglomerate. the lower parts of 
the plain, north and east or hermannsburg are at around 600 m in elevation. 
this is approximately the same elevation as the floor of palm Valley and the 
level of the shoulder surface near the Finke/ellery Junctions. if all these areas 
constituted a level produced by etchplanation, during which the weathering 
products were removed by an ancient Finke drainage, that river may have 
eventually incised into the etched surface near the end of the deep weathering 
period. the result would be the paleomeander stream, incised into the shoul-
der surface, and containing the relict channel fills that were cemented val-
ley floor ferricretes. however, this landscape is relict; it was later left inactive 
when the younger meandering gorge was cut through the older landscape.

as with the Wild eagle plain, the stokes siltstone strike valley surrounding 
the mount merrick anticlinal area of the James ranges, has multiple inlets 
and outlets, all at the level of the lowland plain represented by the strike val-
ley. on the north side of the anticline, going west to east, inlets to the stokes 
strike-valley lowland include the gorge of the Finke river (Fig. 10), log hole 
creek, the hugh river, and a large wind gap partly drained by stuart hole creek 
(also containing the stuart highway). on the south side of the anticline, exit 
points from the circle gully-tietkins Vale-tidenvale creek stike valley (also 
developed on the stokes siltstone) include the unnamed wind gap shown in 
Figure 12, the gap occupied by the current Finke river (Fig. 11), and the hugh 
river. in addition there are three gaps, one a wind gap, that connect the circle 
gully-tietkins Vale-tidenvale creek strike valley lowland to a lowland plain 
(another intermontane basin) that is developed on the core axis of another 
(unnamed) anticline to the immediate southeast of the mount merrick anti-
cline. all of these gaps, connecting multiple lowland plains, developed in areas 
where deep weathering was likely differentially imposed on susceptible rock 
types. these relationships, including the wind gaps, are consequences that 
directly follow from the bremer/büdel model of etchplanation/intramontane 
basin formation.

another drainage anomaly occurs just west of the hugh river transect 
of the resistant, crest-beveled hermannsburg/meerenie ridge on the north 
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side of the mount merrick anticline. the hugh river tributary, log hole 
creek, flows for 15 km parallel to strike and imposed upon the crest-beve-
led ridge, before exiting into the stokes siltstone strike valley just before its 
junction with the hugh river. the latter, in contrast, has flowed in a direct 
route of only 3 km perpendicular to the strike of the same crest-beveled ridge. 
 that log hole creek does not join the hugh by following a lowland path 
along the missionary plain immediately north of the hermansburg/meerenie 
ridge could only have arisen if stream was imposed upon that ridge (1) from  
a higher planation surface or (2) from a mantle of weathered materials overlying  
the ridge. explanation (2) seems most consistent with other evidence from  
the region.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

in his review of “the two-stage concept of landform and landscape devel-
opment” c.r. twidale (2002, p. 65) very briefly mentioned the Finke and 
other rivers draining the macdonnell ranges in the context of etchplanation.  
he noted that these rivers flowed,

across a formerly duricrusted surface, now partly eroded to form an etch plain …
and across folds, faults and a multitude of rock types. the transverse courses of 
such rivers can be explained partly as inherited from a regolithic surface, partly as 
due to … stream persistence and valley impression.

these hypotheses, plus possible influences by epeirogenic movements and 
climate-induced changes in fluvial regimen, all seem to combine to create  
a plausible explanation for transverse drainage features in the central aus-
tralian mountain ranges.

Following completion of the alice springs orogeny around 300 ma, an-
cient drainage likely developed southward on landscapes that extended from  
the arunta block across the fold mountains of the northern amadeus basin 
toward the lake eyre basin. the synorogenic deposition of devonian pert-
njara group was complete by then, having already eroded deeply into the 
heavitree Quartzite of the nappe structures that had been generated during  
the orogeny. there may also have been a period of deep weathering during 
late paleozoic time, as documented in south australia (daily et al. 1974). 
When the tnorala bolide struck at 145 ma, the level of the landscape above to-
day’s missionary plain was probably a few hundred meters higher than today. 
a period of planation seems to have occurred during the cretaceous, as indi-
cated by the crest bevels preserved on the strike ridges throughout the region, 
and on tnorala itself. inheritance from this surface, combined with regres-
sive erosion plus cycles of weathering, erosion, and deposition, all seem to 
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have combined to generate the patterns of cross-axial drainage that evolved in  
the macdonnell ranges (mabbutt 1966).

the early cainozoic of central australia was a period of considerable hu-
midity and warmth promoting deep tropical weathering that lasted for  
a few 10s of my. the northward drift of the continent during cainozoic and 
associated oceanic and landmass changes induced progressive climatic 
change, with aridity dominating by the pliocene and Quaternary. the history 
of climate shifts is recorded in the sequence of weathering and duricrusts,  
as well as by the succession of mantled pediment surfaces of the macdonnell 
ranges and the missionary plain. the removal of former, deep weathering 
mantles through etchplanation led to imposition of drainage from the sur-
face of that mantle on to the underlying weathering front, producing multiple 
valleys transecting the zones of more resistant and less resisting rock, today 
comprising strike ridges and strike valleys. this was especially facilitated by  
the development of intramontane basins (bremer 1967, 1975) though  
the localization of deep weathering along zones of susceptible rock types, 
such as the stokes siltstone, or in places toward which water flow converged, 
as in synclinal structures like Wild eagle plain and other portions of the James 
ranges.

in the Krichauff ranges the puzzle remains as to the shift that caused the 
contemporary bedrock channel to impose itself, producing a palimpsest by 
cutting across a prior gorge of relict ancient paleomeanders. the timing of 
that shift seems to coincide with the onset of continuing aridity that probably 
occurred during the pliocene, perhaps a few million years ago. as noted in  
the discussion of paleofloods, the associated changes in the erosive ability of 
the semi-arid streams probably played a role, but what induced the deep inci-
sion that cuts across the relict bedrock channel trend?

one explanation might be a reset of meandering on the shoulder surface. 
the ancient paleomeander segments are incised into the shoulder surface, 
but they also contain aggradational fills of quartzite gravel. this aggrada-
tion could reflect a change to a drier climate with more sediment coming 
off the land surface. if the resulting aggradation caused the bed of the Finke 
paleo-river to rise enough to re-occupy the shoulder surface, the river could 
then flow on a layer of aggradational fill thinly mantling that surface. this 
would permit what would become the contemporary Finke to develop a new 
meandering pattern independent of the relict pattern of the paleomeanders 
buried beneath the fill.

subsquently, removal of the fill layer from the shoulder surface and incision 
into the underlying hermansburg sandstone and iron-cemented paleochan-
nel fills would then generate the observed palimpsest. the aggradation phase 
could have been a response to upstream influences on the river sediment load 
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and flood regimen, induced by the drying climate, but the subsequent incision 
into the shouder surface and removal of its cover (except for the observed 
quartzite lag gravels) would likely be associated with downstream base-level 
effects. these could have resulted from tectonic warping or from details in  
the evolving pattern of denudation as explained below.

pliocene Finke river incision through the Krichauff ranges might have 
been generated by headward recession of a knick point created where  
the river flowed from resistant sandstones into what are now the strike val-
leys of the James ranges, from which weathered mantles had been removed 
by etchplanation. a key location would be where the Finke now flows from its 
gorge in the hermannsburg and mereenie sandstones into the strike valley 
developed on the stokes siltstone (Fig. 10). if the ancestral Finke was indeed 
perched at the levels of both the shoulder surface and the mereenie crest 
bevel (m in Fig. 10), then removal of the weathering mantle that formerly 
filled the stokes strike valley would have created a 100-m high knick point 
at this location, thereby facilitating the upstream incision. this weathering 
mantle removal could have occurred though the multiple outlets noted above:  
the hugh river, the unnamed wind gap (Fig. 12) and the current Finke riv-
er gap through the crest-beveled mereenie ridge (Fig. 11). and, of course, 
all of this follows from a combination of etchplanation, stream impression, 
persistance, regressive erosion, climate-induced changes in river regimen, 
against a likely context of epeirogenic tectonism.
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